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THE GLOBAL INFORMATION






• Look up/Find Information
• Explore/Play
• Check In/ Status
• Edit/Create
Myth of Mobile User
Mobile isn't just 'mobile’.
It's also the couch, the kitchen, the 
three-hour layover, all places where 





Any activity that allows 
individuals to be more 
productive when consuming, 
interacting, or creating 
information, mediated 
through a compact digital 
portable device…
Clark N. Quinn in The Mobile Academy
Shifting the way we learn and 
teach in Higher Education
Mobile Literacy 
We are called on as teachers 
to teach them how to use 
these technologies effectively 
[…]
Teaching mobile web literacy 
seems to me as crucial as 
teaching basic literacy.








Mobile  Information Literacy 
Teach students and faculty 
how to 
use mobile apps and mobile 
websites
to access, retrieve, evaluate 
and use reliable information
Mobile  Information Literacy 
Andrew Walsh in Using Mobile Technology to Deliver Library Services: A Handbook
Mobile Privacy  & 
Mobile Security
Teaching Mobile Information 
Literacy at Lehman College
Survey Results
Survey Results
• Colleagues, users, students vendors
• Conferences (e.g., M-Libraries, 
Handheld Librarian)
• Blogs (e.g., ALA TechSource, 
Librarian by Design, ProfHacker)
• Apple/Android app sites
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